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Request Permissions
Browse cool Georgian house plans today! We offer small homes, mid-size designs and mansion floor plans with Georgian colonial architecture and modern amenities. Get expert advice from the house plans industry leader. What questions do you have? When do you want to start construction? - Select - 0-3 months 3-6 months 6-12 months More than one year Need to sell house. Do you have a lot? - Select - No Yes In Process Multiple Lots. Larger than other Colonial house plans, Georgian homes are most suited for generous lots. Symmetrical double-hung windows and brick or stone chimneys on the exterior hint at the stately symmetry of the expansive rooms inside. The centrally placed front entry captures the style's tasteful elegance. The paneled front doors, sometimes doubled, are flanked by columns or pilasters. A transom window overhead completes the inviting look. The moderately pitched roof of the Georgian home plan has little overhang and often includes gabled dormers. Symmetrical double-hung windows. Generous layouts.